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Hypothesis

Acupuncture: What Underlies Needle Administration?
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Acupuncture is an ancient Chinese therapy with its mode of action unclear and efficacy
inconclusive. A lack of attention given to the role of psychosocial context presented in clinical
provision of acupuncture may mainly account for the current dilemma in acupuncture research.
This psychosocial context induces various cognitive and affective processes in the patient while
receiving this treatment. On the basis of the analysis of these psychological factors involved in
clinical provision of acupuncture and in light of prior studies on the placebo effect, the author
hypothesizes that acupuncture works through potentiation and modulation of a highly
organized and somatotopic network of endogenous opioids that links expectation, attention
and body schema. This hypothesis, which focuses on the contextual factors involved in clinical
provision of acupuncture, has immediate clinical and experimental implications and will take
the acupuncture debate much further forward.
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Introduction
Acupuncture has been defined simplistically as the
practice of inserting one or more needles into specific
sites on the body surface for therapeutic purposes. If
acupuncture is thus defined, however, questions will arise
as none of the technical components of clinical provision
of acupuncture, such as the depth and duration of
needling and the method and intensity of needle
stimulation, are directly associated with the magnitude
of its therapeutic effects. Moreover, acupuncture is not a
single historically stable therapy, and there are different
‘schools’ or ‘version’ of acupuncture (1). Despite the
considerable variation among different ‘schools’ of
acupuncture practice, they all claim to be effective.
What remains consistent across different ‘schools’ of
acupuncture is, nevertheless, the characteristic psychosocial context in which needle insertion is administered.
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To better understand acupuncture, we have to turn to
its traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) theory origin.
Acupuncture is a treatment modality of TCM that
developed a different conceptual and theoretical basis to
that of modern western medicine (1,2). TCM focuses on
the inseparability and unity of the mind and the body,
mental and emotional factors being inextricably linked
with physical processes in maintaining health and
precipitating illness (3). Without this basic consideration,
any appropriate approach to investigating the mode of
action of acupuncture can by no means be made.

The Psychosocial Context Underlying
Clinical Provision of Acupuncture
The classic Chinese text ‘Inner Classic of Huang Di’,
which is believed to lay the foundations for acupuncture,
highlighted two critical principles that are of the same
importance in ensuring the effectiveness of acupuncture—
zhishen and deqi. According to TCM, the acupuncturist,
when performing needling procedure, is required to
closely attend to the emotional state of the patient.
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This principle is called zhishen in TCM, which aims to
‘gaining full control over the patient’s spirit’. Although
zhishen is so highly valued, at least no less than deqi that
is well documented, by TCM as to be a prerequisite for
the effectiveness of acupuncture, a lack of attention has
been given to the psychological factors involved in
clinical provision of acupuncture in both experimental
and clinical research on acupuncture. That this principle
of zhishen can hardly be found in the substantial amount
of acupuncture literature just demonstrates the extent to
which the importance of the psychosocial context underlying acupuncture has been overlooked.
Acupuncture is closely surrounded by a characteristic
psychosocial context that essentially differentiates acupuncture from any other medical treatment in providing
the patient with the unique cognitive and affective
experience with this therapy. These cognitive and
affective processes induced in the patient while receiving
treatment include enhanced expectations and beliefs,
appropriate levels of fear and anxiety and highly focused
and spatially directed attention.
Elevated Expectations and Beliefs
Culture can profoundly shape medicine through shaping
patients’ beliefs (4). Embedded in unique beliefs and
rituals and purported to be an ancient and natural
remedy, acupuncture is especially good at inducing beliefs
and expectations in patients. Theory basis underlying
acupuncture is unrelated to modern science (1), this
philosophical divergence from modern science in explaining patterns and rhyme of life can always allow patients
to have elevated beliefs and expectations on this therapy.
Another contributing factor to higher expectations on the
effectiveness of acupuncture is that most patients, for
example with chronic pain conditions, turn to acupuncture only after failed experience with conventional
therapies. In addition, the invasive nature of acupuncture
and the sophisticated manner in which it is applied can to
a great extent contribute to patients’ beliefs and expectations on the effectiveness of acupuncture. Moreover,
daily practice of acupuncture treatment features comprehensive and intimate acupuncturist-patient relationship—
the whole course of a particular treatment session is
actually that of the mutual interaction between the
acupuncturist and the patient working together as
partners, which can remarkably lead to the patient’s
enhanced beliefs and expectations on the effectiveness of
acupuncture (5).
Despite the concern that laying emphasis on the
importance of the role of psychological factors in the
effectiveness of acupuncture will, as believed, fundamentally undermine the scientific basis of acupuncture, what
actually occurs in daily practice of acupuncture is
undeniable. Clinical experience shows that beliefs and
expectations play a fundamental role in the effectiveness

of acupuncture and the magnitude of effects of acupuncture is determined by how and to what extent the patient
is involved in this psychosocial context: acupuncture
seems to be more effective in the patient with stronger
beliefs and higher expectations. This observation proved
to be true in a recent study of acupuncture on pain that
reported that patient’s beliefs and expectations (determined by the perceived assignment to real acupuncture or
a placebo) had a greater impact on treatment outcomes
than did the actual treatment itself (6). What underscores
the importance of perceived assignment is beyond any
doubt the power of patients’ beliefs and expectations.
Given the important role of expectations and beliefs in
the effectiveness of acupuncture, a prior study has
suggested that the patient informed consent process be
explained explicitly in any published report of studies
assessing the effectiveness of acupuncture, because how
patients are informed about the study intervention to a
great extent determines the levels of their beliefs and
expectations, hence treatment outcome (2).
Patients’ positive beliefs and expectations are always
taken for granted when they consider taking a therapy, as
is the case for acupuncture. Though we never have a
patient who is ‘forced’ to receive acupuncture, in daily
practice of acupuncture we do occasionally treat patients
who are precarious, or even suspicious, about the
effectiveness of acupuncture. For these patients, acupuncture is not only ineffective but also it may cause
some unexpected and clinically unexplainable effects
(always unexplainable sensations at site of needling or
along meridians depending on individual patients) that
are always identified as adverse effects. In some patients,
these effects can even last for a period of time and cannot
be discontinued until the patient has been convinced that
acupuncture makes no harm. It appears that patients’
beliefs and expectations determine the direction of
acupuncture effects—positive beliefs and expectations
induce therapeutic effects, and conversely, negative beliefs
and expectations generate negative effects.
The key role of beliefs and expectations in the
effectiveness of acupuncture is naturally neglected, due
to their inherent involvement in clinical provision of
acupuncture—acupuncture as a procedural treatment is
rarely, if ever, administrated in the absence of patients’
benefit expectations. A simple but meaningful question is,
nevertheless, what the outcome of needle insertion is
when the patient is not made aware that it is being
carried out—hidden administration of acupuncture free
of any psychological contamination. Imaginably, hidden
administration of acupuncture, if ethically possible, can
by no means be associated with a therapeutic procedure.
Inserting needles into the body, if it occurs elsewhere
other than in the setting of clinical provision of
acupuncture, can be nothing more than a painful injury
to the body. It is the patient’s beliefs and expectations
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that transform needle insertion—an otherwise painful
injury to the body—into a therapeutic procedure.
Highly Focused and Spatially Directed Attention
Ensured by Appropriate Levels of Fear and Anxiety
Acupuncture is, at any rate, an invasive procedure, and
its procedural administration may look far more invasive
than what it virtually is, for individuals cannot fail to
know from their experience of daily life that invasive
needle insertion into the body will cause inevitable pain
and most likely blood shedding. In addition, to achieve
the desired deqi sensations, needle manipulations will
probably cause unbearable unpleasant or painful sensations. This perceived invasiveness of needle insertion,
especially when the needle in being manipulated, causes
inevitable fear and anxiety in the patient while receiving
treatment. It varies little across individual patients that
they are subject to unconditional fear and anxiety in the
anticipation and experience of needle insertion. However,
during clinical provision of acupuncture, patients’ fear
and anxiety are not always salient but manifest mainly as
highly focused attention, because they are greatly
obscured by patients’ benefit expectations. As it was
suggested in a prior study that greater levels of fear and
anxiety contributed to heightened somatic focus (7). Due
to this invasiveness induced fear and anxiety, any patient,
even if having much experience with acupuncture, cannot
fail to focus his or her attention exclusively on the local
sites where needles are inserted. That is a prerequisite for
the effectiveness of acupuncture: needle administration
systematically directs the patient’s attention to the
specific areas (acupoints) selected according to TCM in
different medical conditions, and these regularly located
acupoints, when stimulated by different needle manipulations, can be predictive of where and what treatment
effects will occur.
Fear and anxiety induced by the invasive nature
of acupuncture can make great impacts on patients’
mind. A wide range of adverse effects occurring before
or during needle administration can be attributable to
patients’ fear and anxiety including, just list a few, severe
nausea, actual fainting, severe dizziness, heavy sweating
and vomiting (8). It should be acknowledged, however,
that effective acupuncture treatment necessitates an
appropriate level of fear and anxiety—undue fear and
anxiety will most likely lead to various adverse effects
rather than therapeutic effects. It is the patient’s
enhanced beliefs and benefit expectations on acupuncture
that remarkably balance the negative aspects of fear and
anxiety and prevent them from amounting to an unduly
high level. Benefit expectations and beliefs, even in the
presence of fear and anxiety, ensure that he or she is
enjoying and experiencing treatment happily and comfortably. Thus at the core of the psychosocial context
surrounding acupuncture are the patient’s enhanced
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beliefs and expectations. In addition to the intimate
acupuncturist–patient relationship, acupuncture just
depends on its invasiveness, fearful in appearance but
minimum in essence, to achieve a maximum involvement
of the patient successfully and necessarily. Acupuncture
can only work after these psychological factors as
outlined above have been brought into full play. Thus
this psychosocial context is definitely an integral part
of acupuncture.

A Highly Organized and Somatotopic
Network of Endogenous Opioids that Links
Expectation, Attention and Body Schema
Although acupuncture has been extensively investigated
both experimentally and clinically (1,9–12), its mode of
action is still inconclusive (13–16). A lack of attention
given to the role of psychosocial context in the
effectiveness of acupuncture may mainly account for
the current dilemma in acupuncture research. Though
acupuncture has been dismissed as nothing more than
placebo (17), it is worth noting that ‘to say that a
treatment such as acupuncture isn’t better than placebo
does not mean that it does nothing’ (4). A comprehensive
look at the association between acupuncture and placebo
may shed light on the mode of action of acupuncture.
Renewed Interest in Placebo
The placebo effect has reemerged in the public and
scientific interest recently partly because of growing
interests in alternative medicine such as acupuncture
(18). Current research on the placebo effect found that
‘subjective’ constructs such as expectation and value had
identifiable physiological bases that can act as modulators of basic perceptual, motor and internal homeostatic
processes (19). The accumulating published demonstrations of the placebo effect as a legitimate subjective
phenomenon accompanied by measurable physiological
changes provided strong refutation of the conjecture that
placebo responses reflected nothing more than response
bias or publication biases (20,21). The most definite
neurobiological evidence for the legitimate existence of
the placebo effect came from experimental works reporting that chemically blocking the endogenous opioid
system via naloxone can reverse an otherwise clearly
demonstrative placebo manifestation (22–24). Perhaps
not coincidentally, this same drug has been shown
experimentally to block acupuncture analgesia (25–28).
Potential Role of Attentional Mechanisms
in Modulating Placebo Analgesia
Despite the considerable progress made in our understanding of the neurobiological mechanisms of the
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placebo effect, research in this area is still in its infancy
and most of our knowledge originates from the field of
pain and analgesia (19,29). Placebo analgesia can be due
to the expectation of clinical benefit and Pavlovian
conditioning with or without opioid mechanisms
involved. An emerging idea is that expectation-based
placebo effects are opioid-mediated, but conditioned
placebo effects may depend on other mechanisms (30).
As far as we know that endogenous opioids have a
fundamental role in expectation-induced analgesia, little
is known about how and when expectations activate
endogenous opioids and the factors that moderate the
impact of expectations on the placebo responding are
poorly understood (24,29,31–33). Though expectations
and beliefs are a critical factor underlying placeboinduced analgesia, placebo expectations alone have not
always been found to produce placebo effects (34,35).
Thus other factors, in the presence of expectations, may
be involved in placebo-induced analgesia (7).
In 1996, Montgomery and Kirsch first reported that
specific expectancies produced specific placebo responses
(36). On the basis of this work, Benedetti and colleagues
analyzed in detail the highly spatial-specific placebo
responses caused by target-directed analgesia expectations, and reported that a target-directed expectation
induced a specific effect only on the part of the body that
was the target of the expectation, and most important,
this specific effect was mediated by endogenous opioids
(37). These findings indicated that expectation activated
opioids did not release throughout the brain, thus
affecting the entire body, but rather they were confined
to specific neuronal networks with a high-order organization, thus producing specific placebo responses. On the
basis of these findings, they proposed a highly organized
and somatotopic network of endogenous opioids that
links expectation, attention and body schema (internal
representation of the body). Importantly, consistent with
a behavioral study (7), these studies may have implicated
that attentional mechanisms play a casual determinant
role in potentiating and modulating expectation induced
analgesia.

A Plausible Mode of Action of Acupuncture
Prior studies have established that acupuncture analgesia
is mediated by opioid peptides (25–28). But how
endogenous opioids are activated and modulated by
needle administration is still unclear. Benedetti and
colleagues’ study has potential for advancing our understanding of the neurobiological mechanism of both the
placebo effect and acupuncture, because it adds one more
psychological parameter (i.e. spatially directed expectancy) to the placebo effect, which warrants that
a cognitive component (spatially directed attention)
must be present in placebo response generation (37).

This expectation-attention-body schema model vividly
mimics the manner in which acupuncture works: first, the
patient’s beliefs and expectations, as outlined above, play
fundamental role in the effectiveness of acupuncture, and
the patient with higher expectations and more involved in
the therapeutic context is more likely to achieve better
treatment outcomes. Second, clinic provision of acupuncture features highly focused attention spatially directed to
the specific sites of the body by the perceived invasiveness
of needle insertion. Third, according to TCM, effects
of needle administration are believed to occur on
specific parts of the body in a spatial pattern defined
by meridian system. On the basis of these considerations,
it is reasonable to hypothesize that acupuncture works
through potentiation and modulation of this highly
organized and somatotopic network of endogenous
opioids that links expectation, attention and body
schema. In other words, needle insertion into specific
points of the body systematically determines how and
where expectation activated opioids are released within
the CNS.

Role of Needle Insertion
Only in the presence of the psychological context in
which needle insertion is administered, can acupuncture
be defined as the stimulation of special points on the
body by the insertion of fine needles. When this
expectation-attention-body schema model is adapted to
interpret the neurobiological mechanism of acupuncture,
the essential question is what the role of needle
administration is. In Benedetti and colleagues’ study, a
spatially directed expectation induced a specific effect
only on the part of the body that was the target of the
expectation. In the case of acupuncture, as hypothesized
above, this process is extended and further modulated: a
spatially directed expectation induces specific effects on
the part of the body that is predicated by what needle
manipulations are performed in which acupoints according to TCM. In other words, highly focused attention
spatially directed to the incoming needling stimuli can
regulate and control the topographic link between
expectations and endogenous opioids. Needle administration therefore plays dual pivotal role: first, perceived
invasiveness of needle insertion necessarily ensures that
highly focused attention be spatially directed to the
specific points (selected according to TCM) on the body
during the anticipation and experience of needle insertion; second, needle manipulations applied in these points
produce spatial-specific stimuli that can modulate expectation activated endogenous opioids. That is to say, in
the presence of the patient’s benefit expectations,
technically different needle manipulations applied in
different acupoints selectively activate different neural
representations of the body via attentional mechanisms,
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thus determining where and what treatment effects will
occur as needed in different medical conditions.
Essence of Acupoints and Meridians
Acupuncture is a meridian-based therapy, and according
to TCM, when an acupoint is stimulated, treatment
effects tend to occur on the specific parts of the body
along a particular meridian that contains this specific
acupoint. That is why an acupoint on the foot or shin
can be used to treat eye disease (9) or one on the hand
affect the perception of pain, which present a dilemma
for modern scientists. Thus the most important question
that has to be answered in exploring the mode of action
of acupuncture has been what the essence of acupoints
and meridians is. What makes this question more
complex is that there is to date no conclusive evidence
for the existence of either meridians or acupoints (15).
Acupoints refer to certain specifically located sites on
the body, and according to TCM, these different specific
points can be grouped into different categories in terms
of their functional properties. Different groups of
acupoints of the same type of functional property,
which are located regularly on specific parts of the
body, are the equivalent of 12 main meridians that
respond to 12 major functions or ‘organs’ of the body
according to TCM. The present hypothesis can have
important implications for understanding what the
essence of meridians and acupoints is. According to the
present hypothesis, what underlies different functional
properties of acupoints located on different meridians is
most likely to be different activation patterns of
endogenous opioids modulated by attentional mechanisms. It is therefore reasonable to hypothesize that
acupoints and meridians do not comprise any specific
tissues, but rather that they, when being stimulated,
produce spatially different attention patterns, neural
representations of which are selectively associated with
different activation patterns of endogenous opioids.
deqi Sensations
Most importantly, according to TCM, some characteristic needling-induced sensations (manifesting as numbness, heaviness, distention, and soreness, with spreading
sensation) perceived by the patient, referred to as deqi in
TCM, mark the valid activation of an acupoint and
hence ensure the effectiveness of acupuncture. While
performing needling procedure, the acupuncturist will not
stop manipulating the needle until the patient has
confirmed that the desired specific deqi sensations have
been achieved. Thus, deqi sensations do not occur unless
the patient’s attention is exclusively focused on the
incoming needling stimuli caused by needle manipulations in a specific acupoint. Importantly, perceived
needling-induced
sensations—deqi—mark
correctly
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established association between needle stimulation and
expectation mechanisms. Knowledge of how acupuncture
stimulation proceeds centrally during the state of deqi is
therefore the key to elucidating the CNS mechanism of
acupuncture. A recent neuroimaging study of acupuncture reported that perceived deqi sensations were related
to the activation of cognitive and affective correlates of
the brain (38).

Discussion
Factors that Affect the Effectiveness of Acupuncture
Though Placebo is surprisingly hard to define precisely,
several factors that affect the placebo effect have been
identified including nature of administration (39), practitioner qualities (39–41), and placebo reactors (42,43). Not
coincidentally, effectiveness of acupuncture is also subject
to the influence of these complex factors (4,44), and
nowhere can the influence of these factors be more
convincingly demonstrated than in acupuncture. It is
worth noting that these factors identified actually reflect
different perspectives in recognizing the importance of the
role of patients’ beliefs and expectations in the clinical
effectiveness of acupuncture. In terms of nature of
administration, acupuncture is an invasive, painful, and
ritually and technically sophisticated intervention. Prior
studies suggest that invasive, uncomfortable, and painful
interventions tended to enhance placebo responding
(18,39), and that individuals are more likely to demonstrate a placebo effect when they are feeling anxious than
when they are not feeling anxious (45,46). Here,
consistent with a prior behavioral study (7), it is
suggested that this invasiveness/anxiety-placebo relationship is due to that invasiveness induced fear and anxiety
enhances treatment effects through heightening somatic
focus (highly focused and spatially directed attention in
the case of acupuncture). In regard to practitioner
qualities, the acupuncturist plays an active and central
role in clinical provision of acupuncture (1,5). The
acupuncturist’s clinical experience, intimate relationship
with the patient, and competence determine how and to
what extent the patient is involved in this treatment and
if needling procedure is optimally administrated, hence
the magnitude of acupuncture effects. In addition, clinical
experience shows that not all patients are responsive to
acupuncture treatment, and it is still unknown why
certain individuals are more susceptible than others to
acupuncture.

The Specific and Non-specific Manner in which
Acupuncture Works
Acupuncture demonstrates a neurobiological process of
how expectation of benefits can be directed, through
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needling manipulations applied in different acupoints, to
different spatial loci of the body. Acupuncture comprises
three indispensable integral components: enhanced expectations and beliefs, highly focused and spatially directed
attention to specific points on the body and specific
needle manipulations applied in these points. Such
three components are of the same importance for the
therapeutic effectiveness of acupuncture. Without the
underlying psychological processes, needling tends to be
nothing more than a painful injury to the body. It is
needle insertion and its underlying psychosocial context
combined that makes acupuncture treatment.
Given the enhanced contextual factors involved in
clinical provision of acupuncture, acupuncture can make
impacts in non-specific manner without needle insertion
applied, so long as the patient is convinced that treatment
has been administered (11). Only the contextual factors
as outlined above have been brought into full play,
however, can acupuncture work in specific manner—
through needle insertion controlling and regulating the
topographic link between enhanced expectations and
endogenous opioids via attentional mechanisms. Thus
acupuncture can affect neural processes of pain in both
specific and non-specific manner. It is worth noting,
however, that the specific manner is related to the nonspecific manner, that is, whether or not acupuncture
works in specific manner is determined by the extent to
which the non-specific contextual factors have been
brought into play. This suggestion that acupuncture
depends on non-specific contextual factors to make
specific effects underpins Paterson and Dieppe’s argument that it is not meaningful to split complex
interventions such as acupuncture into specific and nonspecific elements (47).
Modern neuroimaging techniques such as functional
magnetic resonance imaging and positron emission
tomography provide a means to map the neurophysiological correlates of acupuncture. Human neuroimaging data
demonstrate that acupuncture elicits a widely distributed
network of brain regions, and it remains challenging to
interpret these findings precisely and systematically in
answering the question of how acupuncture differs from
its placebo/sham control (48,49). One recent study
explored differences in neural processing during verum,
covert sham and overt sham needle stimulation at
acupoint LI-4 in pain patients using PET (10). In this
neuroimaging study, verum acupuncture and covert sham
differed from overt sham in dorsolateral PFC, rostral
ACC and the midbrain activation, and verum acupuncture induced greater increases in brain response within
ipsilateral insular cortex than covert sham. Thus the
authors hypothesized that activity within the insular
cortex may represent specific acupuncture effects while
activation of the DLPFC, rACC and midbrain (PAG)
may be related to benefit expectations. As far as the
suggestion that acupuncture differs from placebo

responses in inducing the insula activation, it is unlikely
that needle stimulation directly induced the insula activation independent of the neural activations in DLPFC,
rACC and midbrain (PAG); what is more likely is, according to the present hypothesis, that the specific insula
activation is related to the non-specific neural activations—the specific insula activation resulted from needle
stimulation acting on expectation mechanisms that demonstrate the non-specific neural activations in DLPFC,
rACC and midbrain (PAG). Moreover, the observed
activations in brain areas such as PFC, ACC and insula
have been demonstrated to be the neural basis of higherorder cognition including attention (50), which, consistent
with the present hypothesis, implicates that acupuncture
also involve neural processes supporting attention and
higher cognition (48). Thus acupuncture may involve
both attentional and expectation mechanisms.

Implications for Acupuncture Research
The essential question concerning the efficacy of acupuncture has been that if acupuncture generates specific
effects superior to its placebo control. Painstaking effort
made to give answers to this question demonstrates the
difficult journey we have experienced in the attempt to
elucidate the mode of action of acupuncture. Initially,
research attention has been solely focused on needling
procedure due to the beliefs that if acupuncture is
efficacious it must be specifically due to this technical
procedure. Randomized placebo-controlled trials were
therefore introduced to assess the specific efficacy of
needle insertion on the basis of the biomedical consideration that efficacious therapy is therapy that proves to be
superior to its placebo-control in a randomized, controlled trial (51). When the majority of RCTs of
acupuncture fails to show effects beyond a placebo
response, acupuncture has been dismissed as nothing
more than placebo (17). But if acupuncture is a pure
placebo and perceived effects of acupuncture are mere a
placebo response with needle insertion playing no role at
all, we have to face the question of how clinic provision
of acupuncture can produce such a powerful placebo
effect and why acupuncture is provided in such a
sophisticated manner.
How to evaluate the effectiveness of complex nonpharmacological interventions such acupuncture has long
been a question in controversy (52). Due to the reason
that the exact mode of action of acupuncture is still
unclear, no sound research design to date is unquestionably available for assessing the efficacy of acupuncture
(16,47). This hypothesis that acupuncture depends on a
characteristic psychosocial context to work challenges the
use of the double-blind randomized placebo-controlled
trials—the gold standard in clinical trial design—in
evaluating the effectiveness of acupuncture, due to the
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reason that this research design focuses solely on needling
procedure and deliberately overlooks the importance of
the underlying psychosocial context (51,53). In an RCT,
contextual factors are treated with contempt and
tolerated as nuisance that needs to be controlled for
(54). Patients, either in real treatment group or in placebo
group, are openly informed that they could receive either
the active treatment or the placebo with a chance of 50%,
instead of that ‘you will be given a powerful effective
treatment’, as is in the setting of real clinical practice.
Under such a situation, patients in an RCT tend to be
more absorbed in finding out what intervention—real
treatment or placebo—they are actually on than eagerly
expecting the therapeutic benefits of the treatment being
administered as is in real clinical practice. If it is a new
drug under study, this situation makes no difference, so
long as the two arms are precisely under the same
situation. In the case of acupuncture, however, this
reduced level of expectations and beliefs, among other
factors, can greatly prevent needle insertion from making
impacts, because needle insertion can work only after
expectation mechanisms have been brought into full play.
That is why acupuncture is more effective in daily
practice or pragmatic research settings, where expectation
mechanisms are more likely to be brought into full play,
than in placebo-controlled research settings, where
reduced expectation status fails to generate optimal
acupuncture effects.
Moreover, given that acupuncture is a complex
procedural intervention, extremely strict blinding measures have to be taken in placebo-controlled trials of
acupuncture. A typical example is a placebo-controlled
study of acupuncture on fibromyalgia (55). This study
recruited patients who had not had acupuncture before
and therefore did not know what to expect. To ensure the
treatment blindness, patients wore a blindfold while
receiving treatment and were stop from communicating
too much with other patients and their acupuncturist. In
such a research setting, which fundamentally differs from
daily practice of acupuncture, almost all the vital
elements that help construct the psychosocial context
underlying acupuncture were eradicated by the application of these blinding measures, thus the role of needle
insertion can hardly manifest.

Conclusion
Currently, with renewed interests in placebo phenomenon, it has been increasingly recognized that we have to
renew our look at what might be non-specific and specific
factors involved in the context of the clinical provision of
acupuncture and that acupuncture as a ‘whole system’
may be much more than the process of penetrating
needling (47,56). These new ideas predict that research
focus of acupuncture is shifting from proving specific
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efficacy of acupuncture to exploring how contextual
factors are engaged to work, the association between
needle insertion and the psychosocial context in which it
is administered, and the association between acupuncture
and placebo.
It has been suggested that both specific and nonspecific factors may play a role in the effectiveness of
acupuncture (10,49). The present hypothesis furthers this
assumption in proposing that needle insertion does not
make direct impacts that are independent of the underlying contextual factors but rather makes effects through
the therapeutic context in which it is administrated. In
other words, needle insertion into specific sites on the
body acts on expectation mechanisms via attentional
mechanisms, thus working through potentiation and
modulation of expectation activated opioid systems.
Clinical practice and theory basis of acupuncture can
deserve to be a source of insight into endogenous opioid
mechanisms about which still little is known. Expectation
activated endogenous opioid systems can be potentiated
and modulated to work in different patterns, different
needle manipulations applied in acupoints located along
different meridians corresponding respectively to these
different patterns of modulation of expectation activated
endogenous opioids. It is worth noting that this hypothesis does not preclude possible involvement of other
mechanisms in the effectiveness of acupuncture. For
example, conditioning mechanisms may present in
repeated administration of acupuncture (57).
The present hypothesis derives mainly from TCM
theory basis of acupuncture, close observation of daily
practice of acupuncture, and limited evidence from
acupuncture literature and research on the placebo
effect. Though not giving answers to all the questions
concerning acupuncture, this ‘holistic’ approach to the
role of needle insertion provides a basis for further
inquiry into the mode of action of acupuncture.
Acupuncture as a therapy demonstrates how endogenous
opioids can be potentiated and modulated through
different needle manipulations applied in specific points
on the body, configuring an internal homeostatic process
that transforms enhanced expectations and beliefs into a
healing power. It should also be recognized that this
proposed mode of action of acupuncture is not simply
acupuncture oriented; reversibility would give researchers
a lead in unraveling the complex mechanisms of the
placebo response. Though considerable progress has been
made in our understanding of the neurobiological
mechanisms of the placebo effect, research in this area
is still in its infancy and most of our knowledge
originates from the field of pain and analgesia (29).
Given that acupuncture is widely used in more than pain
conditions, its theory basis and daily practice will
broaden our view of the placebo effect and allow us
to better understand complex mind-brain-body interactions. Neurophysiological and neuroimaging studies on
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acupuncture will promise to cast direct light on the
neurobiological mechanisms that are involved in acupuncture, and beyond acupuncture, the mechanisms of
complex placebo phenomenon, not only for pain but also
for other conditions.
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